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(VERSE1)
Baby I know
That you and I
Will see the next time
Were spending are time
Trying to find the real you and I... 

(CHORUS)
So baby
Tell me
That I can fell your needs
And tell me
You wanna be close to me
(But don't tell me that your fallen in love)

(HOOK)
Don't fall in love to quickly
I wanna do it right... 
And if you want to be with me
Than I'll be by your side
Baby, don't rush love
Cause good things go in time... 
It's gonna take a bit of effort
But I know will be just fain

(VERSE2)
I'm taking it slow
Just so I know
If you're really down for me... 
Maybe it's you (maybe it's you)
I love you been with me... 

(CHORUS)
So baby
Tell me
That I can fell your needs
And tell me
You wanna be close to me
(But don't tell me that your fallen in love)

(HOOK)
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Don't fall in love to quickly
I wanna do it right... 
And if you want to be with me
Than I'll be by your side
Baby, don't rush love
Cause good things go in time... 
It's gonna take a bit of effort
But I know will be just fine

(VERSE3)
(Ohh oo Ohh)
Will take it slow... 
So I can get to know you better... 
I wanna know... 
Lessons from your past
If can reach your mind
To get your time
To know you better
(Ahh aah ahh)
And we might find... 
Fallin in love. toghether... 

Don't fall in love to quickly
I wanna do it right... 
And if you want to be with me
Than I'll be by your side
Baby, don't rush love
Cause good things go in time... 
It's gonna take a bit of effort
But I know will be just fine
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